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Abstract. The benefits of negative detection for obscuring information
are explored in the context of Artificial Immune Systems (AIS). AIS
based on string matching have the potential for an extra security feature
in which the “normal” profile of a system is hidden from its possible
hijackers. Even if the model of normal behavior falls into the wrong
hands, reconstructing the set of valid or “normal” strings is an NP-hard
problem. The data-hiding aspects of negative detection are explored in
the context of an application to negative databases. Previous work is
reviewed describing possible representations and reversibility properties
for privacy-enhancing negative databases. New algorithms are described,
which allow on-line creation and updates of negative databases, and fu-
ture challenges are discussed.

1 Introduction

A striking feature of the natural immune system is its use of negative detection in
which self is represented (approximately) by the set of circulating lymphocytes
that fail to match self. The negative-detection scheme has been used in several
artificial immune system (AIS) applications, and the benefits of such a scheme
have been explored in terms of the number of required detectors [24,14,13,49,
50], success in distinguishing self from nonself [20,16], and the ease with which
negative detection can be distributed across multiple locations. In this paper
we explore a fourth interesting property of negative representations, namely
their ability to hide information about self. This information hiding ability has
interesting implications for intrusion detection as well as for applications in which
privacy is a concern and where it may be useful to adopt a scheme in which only
the negative representation is available for querying.

This paper extends results first presented in [15] which introduced the con-
cept of a negative database. In a negative database, a collection of data is rep-
resented by its logical complement. The term positive information denotes the
elements of the category or set of interest (e.g., self) while negative information
denotes all the other elements of the universe. A negative database is then a
representation of the negative information. In addition to introducing this con-
cept, the previous paper showed that negative information can be represented
efficiently (even though the negative image will typically be much larger than the
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positive image), that such a representation can be NP-hard to reverse (thereby
hiding the exact composition of self), and that simple membership queries can
be computed efficiently. For instance, a query of the form “is string x in the
database” can be answered promptly, while a request of the form “give me all
the strings in the positive image that start with a 1” cannot. However, the paper
did not show that common database operations (such as inserts and deletes) can
be performed easily on the negative representation or that a negative database
can be maintained dynamically. Section 4 presents new algorithms that address
these matters.

Many AIS used for anomaly detection represent the entity to be protected
as a set of strings and, in parallel with the immune system, identification of
anomalies is performed by an alternate set of strings (known as detectors) and a
match rule that are designed not to match elements of self. In this context, there
may be an additional incentive for negative detection using negative databases.
When the negative information is represented as discussed in [15], it is provably
hard to infer the positive image even if all the negative information is available.
In the context of anomaly detection and security this provides an extra level of
protection since it prevents someone from hijacking the detector set, deriving
from it the normal profile of the system, and using that information to devise
new attacks.

Section 2 reviews earlier work that is generally relevant to the topic of nega-
tive information; Section 3 reviews previous work on negative databases, showing
that a negative representation can be constructed which occupies only polyno-
mially more space than its positive counterpart, while retaining some interesting
querying capabilities. Section 4 presents on-line algorithms, including how to
initialize a negative database and how to perform updates. Section 5 considers
the implications of our results.

2 Related Work

Negative representations of data have had several proponents in the past, espe-
cially in art where artists like Magritte and Escher have taken advantage of the
so called figure-ground relationship. Examples can also be found in mathemat-
ics and statistics where sometimes it is easier to obtain an answer by looking
at the complement of the problem we intend to solve and complementing the
solution. For the purpose of this paper, however, we will review how negative
representations of information have influenced the field of AIS.

As mentioned in the introduction, the natural immune system can be in-
terpreted as representing data negatively. This observation has led to algorithm
designs which take advantage of some of the inherent properties of negative repre-
sentations. In particular, designers have taken advantage of the fact that negative
detectors are more amenable to distributed implementations than positive de-
tectors and that, for the purposes of anomaly detection, negative representations
of data seem more natural. The negative selection algorithm whereby a set of
negative detectors is created was introduced in [19]. Anomaly-detection systems
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based on these ideas can be found in [46,3,51,32,11,26,27,28]. Other applications
have also been proposed that range from image classification to recommender
systems [33,47,25,42,46,8,5,6]. We note that many AIS are not based on string
matching and therefore are not directly affected by the results presented here;
the interested reader is referred to [12,45].

Protecting information stored in a database from examination by unautho-
rized parties has been a concern since the inception of the field [41,40,44]. Some
approaches relevant to the current discussion involve cryptographic protection
of databases [17,43,48], multi-party computation schemes [52,23], the use of one-
way functions [22,38], and dynamic accumulators [7,4].

Section 4 outlines an algorithm for generating and maintaining negative
databases. These operations need to be adjusted in order to produce “hard”
negative databases. There is a large body of work regarding the issues and tech-
niques involved in the generation of hard-to-solve NP-complete problems [30,
29,39,34] and in particular of SAT instances [35,9]. Much of this work is focused
on the case where instances are generated without paying attention to their
specific solutions. Efforts concerned with the generation of hard instances when
there is a specific solution we want the instance to possess include [18,1]. Finally,
the problem of learning a distribution, whether by evaluation or generation [31,
37], is also closely related to constructing the sort of databases in which we are
interested.

3 Negative Databases

The notion of negative databases was introduced in [15], whereby for a given set
of fixed length strings, called the positive database DB (self), all the possible
records or strings not in DB are represented i.e. U − DB (nonself) where U de-
notes the universe of all possible strings of the same length defined over the same
alphabet. It was shown that the size of the resulting negative database, denoted
NDB, can be constructed to be polynomially related to the size of DB, even
though (U −DB � DB) in the expected case. The intuition behind our compact
representation is that there must be subsets of strings with significant overlaps,
and that these overlaps can be used to represent these subsets succinctly. We
have adopted the strategy of extending the alphabet over which strings are de-
fined, in this case binary, to include an extra symbol ∗ known as the don’t care
symbol. A string exhibiting the ∗ at position i represents two strings; one with
a 1 at position i and one with a 0 at position i with the remaining positions un-
changed, as the following example illustrates. Position i in the string is referred
to as a “defined position” if it contains either a 0 or a 1.

DB (U − DB) Negative Database
010 000
011 001 *0*
110 100 ⇒

101 1*1
111
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Including this third symbol allows one entry (or record) in the negative database
to represent several strings (records) in U − DB1. A string x is represented in
NDB —meaning x is not in DB, if there is at least one string y in NDB that
matches it, otherwise the string is in DB. Two strings are said to match if all of
their positions match; the don’t care symbol is taken to match everything.

Esponda, Forrest and Helman [15] give two algorithms for creating an NDB
under the representation described above. One common feature is that both
take as input DB —meaning DB must be held in its entirety at one time. Both
operate by examining chosen subsets of bit positions to determine which patterns
are not present in DB and must be depicted in NDB, the basic objective being
to find the subsets of bit positions that serve to represent the largest number of
strings in U − DB.

An interesting property of this representation concerns the difficulty of in-
ferring DB given NDB. For an arbitrary set of strings defined over {0, 1, ∗}
determining which strings are not represented is an NP-hard problem. To sus-
tain this claim it is sufficient to note that there is a mapping from Boolean
formulae to NDBs such that finding which entries are not represented by NDB
(that is, which entries are in DB) is equivalent to finding satisfying assignments
to the corresponding boolean formula, which is known to be an NP-hard prob-
lem. The specifics of the proof can be found in Ref. [15], and an example of the
mapping is given in Figure 1.

Boolean Formula NDB

(x2 or x̄5) and *0**1
(x̄2 or x3) and *10**

(x2 or x̄4 or x̄5) and ⇒ *0*11
(x1 or x̄3 or x4) and 0*10*
(x̄1 or x2 or x̄4 or x5) 10*10

Fig. 1. Mapping SAT to NDB: In this example the boolean formula is written in
conjunctive normal form and its defined over five variables (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5). The
formula is mapped to an NDB where each clause corresponds to a record and each
variable in the clause is represented as a 1 if it appears negated, as a 0 if it appears
un-negated and as a ∗ if it does not appear in the clause at all. In easy to see that
a satisfying assignment of the formula such as {x1= TRUE, x2= TRUE, x3= TRUE,
x4= FALSE, x5= FALSE } corresponding to string 11100 is not represented in NDB.

4 Creating and Maintaining Negative Databases

In this section we present an on-line algorithm for creating and maintaining
a negative database under the representation discussed in Section 3. Negative
databases should be viewed as logical containers of strings or detectors and it
1 We consider DB to remain defined over the {0,1} alphabet.
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is important to point out that when the strings stored therein implement some
partial matching rule, as is the case in AIS, removing or inserting a single string
changes the definition of DB or self according to the particulars of that match
rule.

The algorithms discussed in this section have the flexibility to create negative
databases with varying structures (see instance-generation models [35,9,10]), an
implementation of the algorithms must make some restrictions in order to yield
NDBs that are hard to reverse on average. The following are some properties,
regarding string matching, that the algorithms take advantage of:

Property 1: A string y is subsumed by string x if every string matched by y
is also matched by x. A string x obtained by replacing some of y’s defined
positions, with don’t cares, subsumes y.

Property 2: A set of 2n distinct strings that are equal in all but n positions
match exactly the same set of strings as a single one with those n positions
set to the don’t care symbol.

4.1 Initialization

A natural default initialization of DB is to the empty set. And, the corresponding
initialization of NDB would be to U—the set of all strings. As discussed in
Section 3 an NDB contains strings defined over {0, 1, ∗} so one possible initial
state for NDB would be simply to store the string ∗l, where l is the string length.
This clearly matches every string in U , but doing so would trivially defeat our
purpose of making it difficult for someone to know exactly what NDB represents.
We need to make it hard to know what DB is, even when DB is empty.

The algorithm presented in Figure 2 creates a database whose strings will
match any string in U (see example in Fig. 3). The rationale behind it comes from
the isomorphism between NDBs and Boolean formulae (Sect. 3, Fig. 1). Hence,
our algorithm is designed to potentially create the equivalent of unsatisfiable
SAT formulas of l variables. The high-level strategy is to select m bit positions
and create, for each possible bit assignment Vp of these positions, a string with
Vp and don’t care symbols elsewhere. A negative database created in this way
will have 2m records, each matching 2l−m distinct strings, clearly covering all of
U .

Figure 2 modifies this strategy to expand the number of possible NDBs
output by the algorithm. The modifications are:

– Potentially add more than one string to match a specific pattern (line 3).
– Augment the original pattern with n other positions. This allows each of

the l possible positions to be specified in the resulting pattern. However the
choice of n has great impact on the complexity of the algorithm as line 6
loops 2n times. A value of 3 will suffice to generate some types of 3-SAT
formulas (see Fig. 1) while keeping the complexity reasonable.

– Using a subset of positions of the selected patterns to create an entry (line
7–8).
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It is straightforward to verify using the properties laid out at the beginning
of the section that the algorithm produces an NDB that matches every string
in U .

The purpose of the current choices of k1 and k2, lines 3 and 7 respectively, is to
give the algorithm the necessary flexibility to generate genuinely hard-to-reverse
NDB instances. We return to this question in Section 5, as some restriction to
these values might be warranted to produce hard instances in practice.

Empty NDB Create(l)
1. Pick �log(l)� bit positions at random
2. for every possible assignment Vp of this positions{
3. select k1 randomly 1 <= k1 <= l
4. for j=1 to k1{
5. select an additional n distinct positions
6. for every possible assignment Vq of these positions{
7. Pick k2 bits at random from Vp · Vq.
8. Create a entry for NDB with the k2

chosen bits and fill the remaining l − k2

positions with the don’t care symbol.}}}

Fig. 2. Empty NDB Create. Randomly creates a negative database that represents
every binary string of length l.

Empty NDB Create(4) Delete(1111,NDB) Insert(1111,NDB)
000* 000* 000*
001* 001* 001*
01*0 01*0 01*0
01*1 01*1 01*1
10*0 10*0 10*0
10*1 10*1 10*1
111* 110* 110*
110* 11*0 11*0

*110 *110
*11*

Fig. 3. Possible states of NDB after successively performing initialization, deletion
and insertion of a string.

4.2 Updates

We now turn our attention to modifying the negative database NDB in a dy-
namic scenario. The policies and algorithms used for selecting which strings
should be added or retired remain application specific. It is worth emphasizing
that the meaning of the insert and delete operations are inverted from their
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traditional sense, since we are storing a representation of what is not is some
database DB. For instance, the operation “insert x into DB” would have to be
implemented as “delete x from NDB” and “delete x from DB” as “insert x into
NDB”.

The core operation for both the insert and delete procedures, presented in
Figure 4, takes a string x and the current NDB and outputs a string y that
subsumes x without matching any other string in DB. The function starts by
picking a random ordering π of the bit positions so as to remove biases from
later choices. Lines 2–6 find a minimum subset of bits from the input string x
such that no string outside {U −DB} ⋃{x} is matched. Step 4 of the algorithm
ensures that inserting a don’t care symbol at the selected position doesn’t cause
the string to match something in DB. Property 1, listed at the beginning of
the section, establishes that the resulting string matches whichever strings the
original input string x matched. Steps 7–9 create a string containing the pattern
found in the previous steps plus possibly some extra bits, note that the added
bits were part of the original input string x so it is automatically guaranteed
that the result will subsume x. It is important to emphasize that, for an actual
implementation of the algorithm, the value of t (line 7) might be restricted or
even fixed to provide a desired NDB structure.

Negative Pattern Generate(x, NDB)
1. Create a random permutation π
2. for all specified bits bi in π(x)
3. Let x′ be the same as π(x) but with bi flipped
4. if x′ is subsumed by some string in π(NDB)
5. π(x) ← π(x)− ith bit (set value to ∗)
6. Keep track of the ith bit in a set indicator vector (SIV)
7. Randomly choose 0 ≤ t ≤ |SIV |
8. R ← t randomly selected bits from SIV
9. Create a pattern Vk using π(x) and the bits indicated by R.
10. return π′(Vk)a

a π′ is the inverse permutation of π.

Fig. 4. Negative Pattern Generate. Take as input a string x defined over {0, 1, ∗} and a
database NDB and outputs a string that matches x and nothing else outside of NDB.

Insert into NDB. The purpose of the insert operation is to introduce a sub-
set of strings into the negative database while safeguarding its irreversibility
properties. Figure 5 shows the pseudocode of the insert operation, lines 1 and 2
enable the procedure to create several entries in NDB portraying x, as for the
initialization of NDB shown in Fig. 2, the actual number of entries should be
set to accommodate efficiency constraints and to preserve the irreversibility of
NDB. Likewise steps 3 and 4 set some of the unspecified positions of x (if any)
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so that it may be possible for a set of strings representing x, that exhibit bits
not found in x, to be entered in NDB (see property 2 at the top of the section).
Finally the call to Negative Pattern Generate (see Sect. 4.2 and Fig. 4) produces
a string representing x which is then inserted in NDB (see example in Fig. 3).

Insert(x, NDB)
1. Randomly choose 1 ≤ j ≤ l
2. for k = 1 to j do
3. Randomly select from x at most n distinct unspecified bit positions
4. for every possible bit assignment Bp of the selected positions
5. x′ ← x ·Bp

6. y ← Negative Pattern Generate(x′, NDB)
7. add y to NDB

Fig. 5. Insert into NDB.

Delete. This operation aims to remove a subset of strings from being repre-
sented in NDB. It is worth noting that this operation cannot simply be imple-
mented by looking for a particular entry in NDB and removing it, since it may
be the case that a string is represented by several entries in NDB and an entry
in NDB can in turn represent several strings, some of which might not be our
intent to remove. Figure 6 gives a general algorithm for removing a string or set
of strings from being depicted in NDB, note that input x may be any string
over {0, 1, ∗} an thus many strings may cease from being represented by a single
call.

The algorithm takes the current NDB and the string to be removed x as in-
put, line 1 identifies the subset, Dx, of NDB that matches x and removes it. As
mentioned previously, removing an entry that matches x might also unintention-
ally delete some additional strings. Lines 3–6 reinsert all the strings represented
by Dx except x. For each string y in Dx that has n unspecified positions (don’t
care symbols) there are n strings to be inserted into NDB that match every-
thing y matches except x. Each new string y′

i is created by using the specified
bits of y and the complement of the bit specified at the ith position of x as the
following example illustrates:

x Dx All but x

111*0*
101001 1*1*0* 1*110*

1*1*00

To see that this in fact excludes x from NDB, and nothing else, note the
following: Each new string y′

i, by construction, differs from x in its ith position
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therefore none of the new strings match x. If a totally specified string z �= x is
matched by y ∈ Dx then z must have the same specified positions as y, now, since
z is different from x it follows that it must disagree with it in at least one bit,
say bit k, z will be matched by y′

k. Finally, observe that since y subsumes each
new entry y′

i no unwanted strings are included by the operation (see example in
Fig. 3).

Delete(x, NDB)
1. Let Dx be all the strings in NDB that match x
2. Remove Dx from NDB.
3. for all y ∈ Dx

4. for each unspecified position qi of y
5. Create a new string y′ using the specified bits of y and the

complement of the bit specified at the ith position of x.
6. Insert(y′, NDB)

Fig. 6. Delete from NDB.

One very important fact to point out about this algorithm is that it may cause
the size of NDB to grow unreasonably, even exponentially. It is important for
any implementation to prevent the number of entries |Dx| in NDB that match
a particular, totally specified, string from being a function of the size of the
negative database and/or to instrument a clean up operation that bounds the
size of NDB.

5 Discussion

In this paper we have reviewed the concept of negative databases and introduced
them as a means for storing strings or detector sets in the context of anomaly
detection systems based on string matching. Negative representations of data can
provide an extra level of protection for systems in which acquiring the detector
set (the set of strings that detect anomalies) might produce a security breach.
We described an algorithm for generating negative databases on-line that, unlike
the previous work where the positive database was assumed to exist at one place
and at one time in order to obtain its negative representation, allows for the
negative representation to be updated dynamically.

In applications of AIS to anomaly detection, the set of detectors or strings
typically implement a partial matching rule. This allows the system to include,
in the definition of self, strings that have not been observed before (also known
as a generalization), this contrasts with the previous negative database work
where the negative information of a set is represented exactly. An important
observation in regards to partial matching is that, for the irreversibility result
to hold, it must be the case that the match rule complies with the generalized
satisfiability problem [21] according to the isomorphism with Boolean formulas
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described in Section 3. Moreover, even though it was shown in [15] that finding
DB given only NDB is NP-hard, this does not mean that every NDB is hard
to reverse. The algorithms presented in Section 4 have a series of free parameters
that will need to be tuned in order to realize the irreversibility properties afforded
by the negative representation. We have developed a preliminary version of the
online algorithms presented here and those introduced in Ref. [15], referred to as
the batch method. Quantitative results are still premature but some qualitative
observations are relevant: Unlike the batch method, where the critical time cost
is querying many negative patterns against the positive database, the online
version spends its time querying the input record against the negative database.
The negative database is typically larger than the positive database, and has
been so in our tests.

The prototype, based on the algorithms in this paper is limited to records
constructed from small two or three letter alphabets (16 to 24 bits). We have
made a number of restrictions to the algorithms as a first step in understanding
its effects and to limit the size of NDB and its running time. We constrained
the number of passes through the Insert algorithm Fig. 5 to one (in line 1 j = 1)
and kept k1 = 1 and n = 3 for the initialization phase (Fig. 2 lines 3 and 5
respectively). Further, both the processes of insertion and deletion cause NDB
to grow in size, so it will be indispensable in the future to implement a clean-up
operation that eliminates redundant strings.

In order to evaluate the difficulty of retrieving positive records given only
NDB we convert NDB into a Boolean formula, taking advantage of the rela-
tionship an NDB has with SAT, and input it to a well-known SAT solver [36,2].
The solver returns the difficulty of obtaining a solution (specific to the particular
heuristics used in the solver). One interesting observation is that the complexity
of reversing the output of the on-line algorithm is significantly higher that that
of the batch version. It appears that starting from an unsatisfiable formula and
gradually adding satisfying assignments (adding records to DB, deleting them
from NDB) is more challenging for the heuristics employed by the solver. Fi-
nally, our current implementation of the on-line algorithm can produce strings
with a variable or constant number of specified bits. This latter restriction is in
accordance with [35] and has, in our experience, greatly increased the complexity
of reversing NDB.

Negative detection has been a trademark characteristic of artificial immune
systems since they were first introduced and it is often lauded for its ability
for distributed detection and its flexibility in detecting anomalies. Our research
has led us to investigate the more general question of negative data representa-
tions and their properties. This led to the discovery that representing negative
information in a certain manner exhibits an interesting and potentially useful
property, namely that it makes it hard to recover the corresponding positive in-
formation. In the context of AIS for anomaly detection it adds an extra layer of
security by making it hard to retrieve the profile of the system being monitored
by simply analyzing the detector set. In other applications involving databases,
it enhances privacy by naturally allowing only certain types of queries. Our cur-
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rent efforts are focused on the practical aspects of generating negative databases
as well as in drawing out some additional properties that distinguish them from
their positive counterpart.
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